Hello!

I am Milagros Guzman

I am here because I love working with my ELL students and learning from educators.

You can find me @

mguzman@peekskillschools.org
CO: We will collaboratively create a padlet of ideas to organize a Google Classroom and differentiate for ELLs

LO: We will discuss and write our ideas in a padlet
Check In with Mentimeter

My Mentimeter

What is your superpower?
Google Classroom

- Routines
- Leveled Programs
  Achieve 3000, BrainPop, Epic
- Tailor work shared
- Translation
- Class Dojo
Share a Google Classroom organization tip or differentiation strategy for ELLs
Organizing & Differentiating for ELLs

1. **Routines**
   - Build Background (Hook) Opinion, Time for group and independent work, closing, Google Form Check In

2. **Leveled Reading Programs with Native Language Options**
   - Achieve 3000, BrainPop, Epic, NewsELA

3. **Explicit**
   - Screencastify videos with instructions, modeling To With By, examples
Thanks!

Any questions?
You can find me at:

✓ mguzman@peeksillschools.org